
The Einhell TE-AG 125/1010 CE angle grinder is a powerful assistant for cutting and grinding jobs. With an impressive output of 1,010 W and

electronic speed control, this tool ensures accurate performance whatever the task in hand. The flat metal gear head enables highly flexible working, as

does the slimline design with ergonomic soft grip. For safety there is a wheel guard with quick-adjust facility. The additional handle can be fitted in two

positions. The spindle locking system and quick-fix slot enable the wheels to be changed easily and conveniently without tools. The product is supplied

without a cutting wheel. These area available separately.

Angle Grinder

TE-AG 125/1010 CE Q
Item No.: 4430890

Ident No.: 21023

Bar Code: 4006825644227

Features & Benefits
Quick fix nut for an easy and toolless disc change-

Electronic Adjustment for accurate operation-

Flat metal gear head for flexible working-

Slimline design with ergonomic soft grip-

Disk guard with quick adjust-

Spindle lock for easy and comfortable tool change-

Additional handle can be fitted in 2 positions-

Cutting disk not included in delivery-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 1010 W

- Idle speed 4000  -  12000 min^-1

- Disc diameter 125 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 2.03 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 2.71 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 350 x 152 x 131 mm

- Pieces per export carton 6 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 17 kg

- Dimensions export carton 455 x 355 x 275 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 3888 | 7968 | 8964
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Available as special accessories

DIA-Trennsch dünn 125x1,4
Winkelschleifer-Zubehör
Item No.: 49724550
Bar Code: 4009317245506
Einhell Accessory

2 Schleifmop 125 K 40/80
Winkelschleifer-Zubehör
Item No.: 49795705
Bar Code: 4009317957058
Einhell Accessory

10 Trennschei. dünn 125x1,0
Winkelschleifer-Zubehör
Item No.: 49711945
Bar Code: 4009317119456
Einhell Accessory

M14 Schnellspannmutter
Winkelschleifer-Zubehör
Item No.: 49717705
Bar Code: 4009317177050
Einhell Accessory
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